MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION: CARBON STEEL
SWIVEL JOINT SEALS: FLUOROCARBON
PRODUCT: ASPHALT
ESTIMATED WEIGHT: 500 LBS
MOMENT LOAD AT SPRING: 7,000 IN-LBS
MOMENT LOAD AT INLET: <26,600 IN-LBS
FLANGE GASKETS: KLINER SIL C5400
TEST PRESSURE: 90 PSI
DESIGNED FOR PRODUCT RETENTION: NO
ADDITIONAL WEIGHT BY OTHERS: NONE

6 1 EA H-30369-M FLANGE BEARING
7 1 EA 790B-0030 EZ ADJUST TORSION SPRING BALANCE
5 1 EA N/A BOOM ASSY, CST, 4"
5 1 EA 34565580-C784 4" SWIVEL, CST
5 1 EA 34400FT-C783 4" SWIVEL, CST
3 1 EA 3420F-C427 4" SWIVEL, CST
2 1 EA N/A 4" CST PIPE SPOOL
1 1 EA N/A 4" CST DROP TUBE ASSY W.HANDLES

ITEM | QTY | UN | PART NUMBER | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 1 | EA | H-30369-M | FLANGE BEARING
2 | 1 | EA | 790B-0030 | EZ ADJUST TORSION SPRING BALANCE
3 | 1 | EA | N/A | BOOM ASSY, CST, 4"
4 | 1 | EA | 34565580-C784 | 4" SWIVEL, CST
5 | 1 | EA | 34400FT-C783 | 4" SWIVEL, CST
6 | 1 | EA | 3420F-C427 | 4" SWIVEL, CST
7 | 1 | EA | N/A | 4" CST PIPE SPOOL
8 | 1 | EA | N/A | 4" CST DROP TUBE ASSY W.HANDLES

CONFIDENTIAL THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION WHICH IS PROPRIETARY TO OPW AND SHOULD BE PROTECTED ACCORDINGLY.